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Why do astronomers need SPACE?

• Astrophysics Missions

• Solar System Missions



From the earth there are complications
Atmosphere is a problem for astronomers…



Are there solutions? Do we need to go to space?



Well, solutions exist…

…but still limited so far (narrow field of view)



So why don’t go to space!







Comets!
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The last second of life…
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ExoMars 2020

The ExoMars 2020 mission will deliver: 

A rover to search for signs of life in 
the subsurface of Mars 

A surface platform to characterize 
the surface environment at the 
landing site





ExoMars 2020: Surface Platform

Nominal duration of the 
mission: 1 year

Priorities: 
site imaging  
weather monitoring
study of atmosphere
study of dust

Mass: 827,9 Kg (including 
scientific payload - 45 Kg)

Responsibility: Roscosmos e Space Research Institute of Russian Academy 
of Sciences (IKI)



ExoMars 2020: Dust Complex

The Dust Complex (DC) is a suite of sensors devoted to the study of 
Aeolian processes on Mars. 
 MicroMED sensor
 Impact Sensor: contains the main electronics of the DC and two 

different elements: a piezoelectric based sensor, for the detection 
of the saltating sand grain flux and momentum, and a Charge-
Sensitive Grid for the measurement of the grains’ electric charges. 

 Mast: accommodates the following sensors: 1) a second Impact 
Sensor, with the same sensors of the first one, 2) two Electric 
Probes for the measurement of the atmospheric electric field, 3) a 
Conductive Sensor, for the measurement of the electric 
conductivity of the Martian atmosphere and 4) an EM Sensor 
(antenna), which scans the atmosphere at frequencies up to 1 MHz 
to monitor electric discharges in the atmosphere.



MicroMED @ExoMars 2020
Optical Particle Counter for characterization of the airborne

dust at surface level
One of the sensors included in the Dust Complex
Novel experiment in space
 Designed to measure the size distribution and number

density vs size of dust particles suspended into the
atmosphere of Mars, close to the surface. This information
represents a key input:

1) to improve knowledge on airborne mineral dust in terms of
physical properties and lifting mechanism

2) to improve climate models
3) to address potential hazards for future landed Martian

exploration missions.



MicroMED @ExoMars 2020
Measures the size of single dust grains entering into the
instrument from 0.2 to 10 um radius

 Analysis of light scattered from single dust particles.
 A pump is used to sample the Martian atmosphere,

generating a flux of gas and dust across the
instrument trough the inlet.

 When the dust grains reach the Optical Sensor, they
cross a collimated IR laser beam volume (named
sampling volume) emitted by a laser diode

 The light scattered by the grains is detected by a
photodiode detector

 The detected signal is related to the size of sampled
dust particle



MicroMED @ExoMars 2020
 An optical fiber is used to connect the laser diode with the optical sensor
 The optical system comprises a focusing system and a parabolic mirror to collect the

scattered light onto the instrument detector (photodiode)
 Additional detector to monitor the laser diode performance
 Instrument Central Electronics Board based on micro-controller with high speed FPGA



MicroMED (hard!) work @Capodimonte



MicroMED - Pumping System

 Pump mass budget was limited to 30g.
 The geometry and the size of the compression

chamber, inlet and outlet ports were derived from
the geometry of a commercial pump, but only space
qualified materials had been considered.

 Thus, the commercial pump underwent to a process
of reverse engineering that allowed identifying the
criticalities for space usage.

 These were mainly related to the outgassing of the
materials, resistance against the expected
mechanical loading and compliance with the
thermal environment. A mockup of the pumping
system had been manufactured and underwent
preliminary testing in representative environment,
highlighting compatibility with expected
performance from CFD analyses.



The Next Step: Sample Return
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